HOW CAN YOU HELP?

We know we could not save Masungi or support surrounding communities alone. Here are just some of the ways we could work together. Our senior partnerships officer would be more than willing to discuss the possibilities. Reach us at events@masungigeoreserve.com.
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

DISCOVERY TRAIL

Enjoy an unforgettable team building activity with your team as you explore through limestone formations and the unique ecosystem with a local park ranger. Afterwards, rest, eat, or meet at one of our special spaces.

LEGACY TRAIL & NURTURE-A-GROVE

Help us restore 2,700 hectares of denuded forests surrounding the georeserve by conducting hands on reforestation work through native tree planting or nurturing. Your support can help us restore the surrounding forests, protect the native biodiversity, and bring back the water quality.
ADOPT-A-SCHOOL PROGRAM

Help public school students continue outdoor exploration and nature education by sponsoring their access to Masungi 360°, a platform that offers interactive learning trails on native and endemic biodiversity, on-the-ground conservation work, local culture, and a glimpse into the lives of surrounding communities.
IN-KIND DONATIONS

Help us equip local community members and rangers with items they need. Reach out to us to identify the most pressing needs.

- Medicine/Vitamins
- Hygiene Kits/PPEs
- Gadgets/Printers
- School Supplies
- Food Items
- Outdoor Gear & Equipment
- Others
Support our advocacy and community development programs by helping us fundraise for ongoing projects and initiatives. Any amount raised will be a big help in sustaining our reforestation and conservation work, as well as other community-related projects that aim to educate locals, engage them in meaningful and environmentally-friendly work, and involve them in the continued protection of Masungi and the Upper Marikina Watershed.

**SAMPLE CAUSES**

- **PHP 60,000**
  - helps us restore one hectare of denuded land for one year

- **PHP 2,500**
  - helps us give a ranger a complete set of uniforms and safety gears for everyday conservation work

- **PHP 1,000**
  - helps us provide a week's worth of grocery packs for one family

- **PHP 16,000**
  - helps us send one local student to school for an entire academic year

- **PHP 1,000**
  - helps us keep a ranger healthy and dry during the rainy season through waterproof ponchos/rain jackets
#SaveMasungi
#RestoreTogether
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